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Real estate market participants faced an entirely new crisis 
situation in 2020. It was unclear during the initial lockdown in 
spring 2020 what the impact of the pandemic would be on 
the markets and on property values. On the investment mar-
ket, it quickly became clear that the lack of investment alter-
natives would make real estate a safe-haven asset class for 
many investors. This drove purchase prices up again, against 
expectations. However, the CSL survey of about three dozen 
of the largest Swiss real estate market participants reveals a 
nuanced picture. In 2020, interest in office properties fell, es-
pecially outside city centres, while competition for residential 
property investments increased, driving prices. 

On the office market, many tenants put their decisions on 
hold in 2020, or they began to reduce the amount of space 
they rented as more of their employees worked from home. 
Interest in central locations rose again, while demand fell no-
ticeably in the outer agglomerations. As a result, the available 
office space climbed sharply across the country in 2020, in-
creasing by 23 %. 

The discussion about the future of the office is currently fluc-
tuating between two poles. Conservative companies and em-
ployees who value personal contact are on one side, and on 
the other cost-cutting companies are in the same boat as 
employees who value the ability to work undisturbed and 
would like to reduce their time spent commuting. The num-
ber of people who continue to work from home over the 
long term and the effect this has on the office space market 
depends on what becomes the new normal. From an eco-
nomic standpoint, Switzerland withstood the crisis well com-
pared with other countries. This gives hope that the office 
market will emerge relatively unscathed. 

The residential market has benefited from the pandemic. 
People working from home could not help but think more 
about their personal living situation. Together with low inter-
est rates, this fuelled demand, particularly in the owner- 
occupied segment, with the result that properties that had 
previously been difficult to market in less attractive locations 
were now able to find buyers. 

In the rental segment, the difference widened between the 
shortage of housing in central locations and outer regions 
where supply and demand have fallen out of balance. For this 
reason, a precise analysis of the location and the local market 
continues to be a key success factor in the development, mar-
keting and management of properties. 

Many thanks to all the real estate investors and location pro-
moters who helped us with the real estate market report by 
sharing their experience and expertise. 

I hope you find the report insightful. 

Best regards,
Yonas Mulugeta

EDITORIAL

The pandemic is now a standard part of daily life, 
but it will long be remembered as an accelerator 
of trends on the real estate market. So we 
shouldn’t lose sight of other issues, such as digital 
transformation, sustainability and demographic 
change. 

Yonas Mulugeta
CEO, Partner, Director
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ECONOMIC 
ENVIRONMENT

LEGAL 
CONDITIONS

CURRENT MARKET

Due to the repeated imposition of pandemic-related re-
strictions in various sectors, the question of the rental obli-
gation for commercial space has been a intense topic of 
discussion in recent months. After Parliament rejected the 
proposal for a COVID-19 business rent law, tenants must 
either look for a mutually agreeable solution with their land-
lord or seek a reduction of rent through legal action. Sev-
eral cantons (GE, VD, FR, NE, BS, SO) have developed solu-
tions in which the canton participates financially in some 
cases if there is a mutually agreed rent reduction. 

In a landmark ruling in October 2020, the Federal Supreme 
Court modified its stance on the calculation of net returns. 
Capital invested by the landlord may now be adjusted at a 
rate of 100 % of inflation rather than the previous rate of 
40 %. Furthermore, revenue may now exceed the reference 
interest rate by 2 % if the reference interest rate is 2 % or 
less. Previously, revenue could only exceed the reference 
interest rate by half a percent. The real estate sector wel-
comed the ruling as a step in the right direction, but it also 
raises a number of questions (for example, what happens if 
the reference interest rate exceeds 2 %). 

Art. 6c of the ordinance on the rental and leasing of resi-
dential and business premises (VMWG) entered into force 
on 1 June 2020. Under this provision, landlords may, in some 
cases, pass on any costs incurred as part of energy perfor-
mance contracting (EPC) as ancillary costs for a maximum 
of 10 years. The aim of EPC is to reduce energy consump-
tion costs through suitable efficiency, renovation and mod-
ernisation measures and accompanying services. 

The consultation procedure for revising the building con-
tract law has been concluded. The initial results of this pro-
cedure are highly anticipated; the objective includes improv-
ing the rights of building owners and property purchasers in 
the event of construction defects. 

Dr. Sibylle Schnyder
Partner CMS of Erlach Poncet

Economic output in Switzerland fell less sharply than it did in 
most other industrialised countries. On the one hand, this is 
due to the country’s sector structure. The pharmaceutical in-
dustry accounts for a large share of gross domestic product 
(GDP), while the tourism sector is relatively small. In addition, 
the federal government’s emergency measures helped sub-
stantially to stem the economic damage. Company bankrupt-
cies stabilised at a low level and the increase in unemploy-
ment has so far been very modest. But bankruptcies are 
likely to increase in the first quarter, as the coronavirus muta-
tion will require additional protective measures in Europe.

However, the vaccination campaign points to an end to the 
worst period. The economic situation is expected to improve 
by the second quarter. Vaccinations of high-risk groups will 
provide relief for the healthcare sector, and an easing of the 
restrictions on movement will help to boost the Swiss econ-
omy in the second half of the year. For 2021 as a whole, we 
expect GDP growth of 3 % over the previous year. The pan-
demic-related decline in household income should be re-
couped over the course of 2022. The situation in the restau-
rant, hotel and transport industries is likely to see sustained 
improvement from autumn. In contrast, the industrial sector 
will see an uptick as early as spring. Bolstered by strong de-
mand from China, global trading activity should normalise 
over the course of the year and begin to expand significantly 
from 2022.
 
However, interest rates will change very little. Monetary pol-
icy will remain very expansive around the world. Although in-
flation will climb, it will barely exceed the targets of central 
banks. Long-term capacity bottlenecks are not likely; global 
trade will continue to have a deflationary effect. The Swiss 
National Bank (SNB) is not likely to raise headline rates be-
fore 2024. We also expect long-term franc-denominated in-
terest rates to trend sideways at a low level. As a result, real 
estate will continue to have a considerable yield advantage 
over franc-denominated bonds.

Dr. Christoph Sax
Chief Economist Migros Bank
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Society and real estate market participants were confronted 
with an unprecedented crisis in 2020. During the initial  
COVID-19 lockdowns, this caused uncertainty among inves-
tors. It was not possible to foresee what impact the pan-
demic would have on real estate prices in the short term. As 
a result,  smaller transactions in particular were cancelled or 
postponed, while larger transactions by and large continued 
to be carried out, against all odds. By summer, real estate had 
once again proved itself to be a stable asset class. The trans-
action market gained steam due in no small part to large-
volume deals, such as the sale of the Glattzentrum. Overall, 
the transaction volume in 2020 exceeded the volume of the 
previous year. On the seller side were an increasing number 
of companies that wanted to profit from high prices for real 
estate investments and faced pressure from institutional real 
estate investors – or which were seeking to divest properties 
to focus on their core business. 

Real estate investments have become a substitute for bonds 
with negative yields, especially for multi-asset investors. In 
2020, as in the previous year, they were able to count on the 
yield spread between the two asset classes, making them 
much more willing to pay for these properties. This is above 
all true for top properties, which offer secure rental income 
and returns, even during times of crisis. As a result, the net 
initial yield for top properties fell again slightly in 2020. Yields 
fell further in other real estate classes as well, although the 
market and tenant risks for these properties rose. This shows 
that yields not only reflect market developments in the indi-
vidual segments, they are also driven by the financial markets 
and their investment alternatives. 

The portfolios of Swiss real estate investors grew in 2020 by 
an average of 2 %, not only due to purchases, but also – with 
few exceptions –  due to increases in value. Around a third of 
investors increased their investments in existing property 
once again. Another third invested more in development pro-
jects in order to participate in value creation in the current 
low interest rate environment and achieve higher yields. 

There will continue to be investment pressure in 2021 as 
capital from other asset classes moves into the real estate 
investment market. However, the property market continues 
to vary in terms of the quality of location and segment, and 
investment properties are becoming increasingly heterogene-
ous. The effects of the pandemic will also accelerate struc-
tural change in the various market segments during the cur-
rent year, affecting location and property preferences. 
Moreover, the implementation of strategic topics related to 
environmental and social sustainability will represent a chal-
lenge for real estate investors in the medium term. 

INVESTMENT MARKET 

INVESTMENT MARKET  
SWITZERLAND

Investors are increasingly investing in real estate rather 
than in bonds with negative yields. This is driving the real 
estate investment market more than developments in  
the property markets – even though there are few top 
properties still available.

Patricia Reichelt
Head of Research & Market Analysis
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In 2020, the transaction volume for all segments of commer-
cial properties exceeded the volume of the previous year due 
to major sales, such as the Glattzentrum and the Globus 
Group. By contrast, sales of office properties were down 
compared with the previous year. As a result, the prime yields 
for the top properties fell once again. Logistics properties 
have been experiencing particularly sharp declines in yields 
for some time. The coronavirus-related boom in e-commerce 
has turned this specific market segment into a highly sought-
after, but seldom available investment. A rise in yields for of-
fice property investments failed to materialise in 2020, de-
spite the uncertainty related to the number of employees 

who will continue to work from home after the pandemic is 
over, and thus a potential decline in demand. However, a large 
number of investors expect such an increase in 2021 for low-
er-quality office properties, while yields for top properties 
are expected to remain stable. When acquiring commercial 
properties in future, investors will take a much closer look at 
the business models of tenants to determine their economic 
potential and ability to withstand a crisis. The CSL Immobilien 
investor survey also shows that owners have reconsidered 
how they approach tenant loyalty at existing properties. They 
are now attempting to maintain closer contact in order to 
secure cash flows over the long term. 

INVESTMENT MARKET 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

NET INITIAL YIELDS

Class A office

Class B office

Class C office

INVESTMENT MARKET
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4.00 % 
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2019
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2019

4.10 % 
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4.00 % 

2021

Logistics property

Source: CSL Immobilien AG. Investor survey 2020
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INVESTMENT MARKET 

INVESTMENT MARKET
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
On the investment market for residential properties, the 
pandemic resulted in another upswing and a higher transac-
tion volume than the previous year. Homes and investment 
residential properties became a synonym for certainty dur-
ing these uncertain times. In addition, residential properties 
have become a replacement for the current negative yield 
bonds for both institutional and private investors. Invest-
ment properties in major centres with a secure cash f low 
were particularly sought after. Because of lower availability, 
net initial yield in this segment saw another sharp decline. 
Due to high demand, yields fell again on other asset classes 

as well, with the exception of investment properties in ru-
ral areas – despite the sharp increase in market risks. With 
the exception of major centres, owners of residential prop-
erties are faced with rising vacancies and falling rents in 
many places. As with the rental apartment market, the gap 
between high-quality and high-risk residential properties is 
widening. However, since interest rates remain low, yields 
are not expected to climb in 2021. Purchase prices for 
sought-after investment properties are likely to rise again, 
although there will be little for investors in terms of gross 
yield.

NET INITIAL YIELDS

Class A residential
building

Class B residential
building

Class C residential
building

Class D residential
building

Source: CSL Immobilien AG. Investor survey 2020
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SWISS OFFICE MARKET 
Available office space and rents Switzerland

Agglomerations Supply Rents

Price range Median

    m2 Change CHF/m2 p. a. CHF/m2 p. a.

Aarau 12 300 – 60 %  120 – 250 190 

Baden-Brugg 35 700 – 2 %  145 – 300 200 

Basel 184 500 65 %  145 – 320 225 

Bern 111 100 18 %  125 – 330 200 

Biel 27 400 80 %  115 – 200 150 

Chur 6 000 – 3 %  120 – 275 170 

Fribourg 17 800 34 %  155 – 285 200 

Geneva 498 400 12 %  210 – 645 360 

Lausanne 154 900 – 6 %  155 – 380 250 

Lugano 70 400 9 %  145 – 385 230 

Lucerne 58 600 15 %  145 – 320 220 

Neuchâtel 18 300 173 %  130 – 275 170 

Olten-Zofingen 25 500 25 %  115 – 205 150 

Schaffhausen 16 700 11 %  110 – 220 160 

Solothurn 11 100 13 %  130 – 225 160 

St. Gallen 42 100 – 10 %  125 – 260 175 

Thun 10 400 73 %  135 – 270 200 

Winterthur 31 200 1 %  155 – 350 230 

Zug 135 900 37 %  150 – 445 225 

Zurich 796 200 38 %  140 – 545 255 

Agglomerations 2 264 500 23 % 

The office market had stabilised in recent years – until em-
ployees suddenly began working from home as a result of the 
pandemic, reversing the trend. As a result, available office 
space in the Swiss agglomerations rose by 23 % within a span 
of six months in 2020 to 2.26 million m2. Few regions posted 
a slight decline, with most agglomerations seeing a sharp rise 
in supply. The amount of excess supply in 2020 would have 
been much higher had it not been for long-term contracts in 
the office market. The pandemic caused a significant amount 
of uncertainty for companies. Many office tenants postponed 
decisions related to office space planning. Others used the 
increase in the number of employees working from home to 
plan or actually reduce space in order to achieve cost savings. 
Tenants have become aware of their much stronger negotiat-
ing position, which led to corresponding incentives for rental 
contracts concluded in 2020. Overall, most rents fell. How-

ever, there were major differences in terms of location: in 
agglomerations, empty office space was and is under strong 
competitive pressure due to the excess supply. Yet demand 
rose in central locations in major centres. Location factors, 
such as an urban environment with attractive dining and lei-
sure options or proximity to clients and peers, have become 
increasingly important as a result of the pandemic. It is be-
coming increasingly clear that value creation, productivity and 
social relationships in the workplace require a certain amount 
of personal interaction. As a result, the contrast in trends 
among the various locations are likely to become more pro-
nounced in 2021. In addition, bankruptcies that had been 
postponed as a result of economic programmes and savings 
measures by many companies will result in even more space 
coming on to the market – particularly in the form of attrac-
tively priced subleases.

SWISS OFFICE MARKET 

SWISS REAL ESTATE MARKET

Office stock

5.1 – 10.0 million m2

3.1 –  5.0 million m2

1.1 –  3.0 million m2
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Source: CSL Immobilien AG | Swiss Federal Statistical Office

   Change on previous year
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SWISS RESIDENTIAL MARKET 
Vacancy rates, rents and sale prices Switzerland

SWISS RESIDENTIAL MARKET
On the residential market, tenants and owners have spent a 
lot more time at home as a result of the pandemic and the 
shift to working from home. The value of a beautiful home 
rose. This mainly benefited the owner-occupied segment, 
with demand well outpacing supply in 2020. In the rental 
segment, new construction in well-developed locations was 
quickly absorbed. Furthermore, many households expand-
ed their search radius, as a large number of people expect 
to be able to work from home in future. This trend was 
especially clear in the owner-occupied segment, with pri-
vate outdoor space and plenty of sunlight becoming particu-
larly important. Those who can afford it also tend to want 
an extra bedroom. The pandemic has had a noticeable im-
pact on willingness to pay and affordability. A broad seg-
ment of the population no longer wants or is able to pay the 
asking rent or purchase price. In the still tense residential 
markets in city centres in particular, dream apartments are 

not within reach for many. In such locations, there continues 
to be substantial willingness to make compromises for an 
affordable apartment. Things are quite different outside the 
major centres: high vacancy rates above 2 % or even 3 % are 
not uncommon. This excess supply is putting particular 
pressure on existing older properties and the upper price 
segment. Despite the decline in construction activity, a 
trend reversal in the rental apartment market is once again 
unlikely in 2021. The Swiss vacancy rate of 1.72 % rose fur-
ther in 2020 compared with the previous year and should 
climb again in 2021. With the exception of centres, rents will 
probably fall further. In the owner-occupied segment, by 
contrast, prices are expected to increase again, in particular 
for single family houses. Due to the desire to own property 
and changed housing needs, the number of potential buyers 
is likely to increase in 2021. However, they will continue to 
find limited supply.

SWISS  REAL ESTATE MARKET

Agglomeration Vacancy Net rents Sale prices

Price range Price range

CHF/m2 p. a. CHF/m2

Aarau 3.3 %  155 – 270 4 300 –  8 600

Baden-Brugg 2.1 %  165 – 300 4 800 –  9 600

Basel 1.3 %  180 – 320 4 900 – 11 100

Bern 1.2 %  175 – 320 4 700 –  9 800

Biel 3.0 %  155 – 240 4 000 –  7 900

Chur 1.4 %  160 – 285 4 500 –  9 400

Fribourg 2.1 %  160 – 310 4 600 –  7 900 

Geneva 0.6 %  245 – 565 7 200 – 17 800

Lausanne 1.0 %  210 – 445 6 000 – 12 500

Lugano 2.7 %  160 – 345 4 700 – 13 300

Lucerne 1.4 %  180 – 360 6 100 – 14 200

Neuchâtel 1.5 %  160 – 295 4 500 –  8 200

Olten-Zofingen 3.8 %  150 – 240 3 800 –  7 500

Schaffhausen 1.8 %  140 – 250 4 200 –  8 300

Solothurn 2.9 %  150 – 250 3 800 –  6 800

St. Gallen 2.5 %  145 – 260 4 000 –  8 800

Thun 0.9 %  170 – 270 4 800 –  9 200

Winterthur 0.6 %  190 – 320 5 800 – 10 600

Zug 0.7 %  220 – 460 8 900 – 16 900

Zurich 1.0 %  195 – 485  6 100 – 14 300
Population

1.0 mio. – 1.5 million res.
450 000 – 550 000 res.
250 000 – 450 000 res.
150 000 – 250 000 res.
100 000 – 150 000 res.
 50 000 – 100 000 res.
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Source: CSL Immobilien AG | Swiss Federal Statistical Office

   Change on previous year
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In Greater Zurich, office space available within six months 
totalled approximately 800,000 m² at the end of 2020. Thus, 
supply rose by 8 % compared with the previous year, but in-
creased less than in other regions. This comparatively stable 
trend in the Greater Zurich office market conceals sharp re-
gional variations. For example, at more than 200,000 m2, the 
supply of office space in central Glattal is now about the same 
as the City of Zurich, despite a number of marketing suc-
cesses, such as the airport at Kloten. The agglomeration, with 
its modern office space with direct access to the S-Bahn net-
work and numerous dining and leisure opportunities in the 
immediate vicinity, continues to attract tenants. However, 
there is little demand for properties that do not offer these 
features. Another trend will add further pressure in future: 
the sudden shift to working from home that took place in 

2020 demonstrated to even conservative companies that this 
more flexible way of working offers advantages to both sides. 
As a consequence, a large majority of office tenants plan to 
continue allowing hybrid forms of work, with a large number 
of employees working from home. For this reason, the office 
will take on a new role as a place where employees meet and 
collaborate, and assume enormous significance in value crea-
tion and productivity, along with the company’s culture and 
employee identification. The office isn’t dead – it’s simply be-
ing used differently. This trend will lead to increasing demands 
on the location and the office space itself; central with good 
transport links, an urban environment with numerous offer-
ings, and flexibility within the rental property. The world of 
work will continue to change in 2021 and beyond.  

RENTAL DEVELOPMENT  
GREATER ZURICH

GREATER ZURICH OFFICE MARKET

OFFICE MARKET 

Source: CSL Immobilien AG
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RENTS BY MARKET AREA

Large companies and SMEs are taking advantage of the trend 
of more employees working from home to consolidate their 
office space. The main reason is to reduce costs, a necessity 
for many companies that have seen a decline in revenue as 
a result of the pandemic. The planned reduction seems to 
 depend to a large extent on the size of the company; corpo-
rations and large companies are looking to cut their office 
space in half, while SMEs plan to reduce it by a third. It is not 
clear if these plans will actually be implemented. On the one 
hand, the need for social contact in the office and fatigue 
with working from home as restrictions continue are grow-

ing. Furthermore, in many cases long-term rental contracts 
prevent rapid implementation of such plans. Some tenants 
are attempting to get around such limitations by subletting 
their space. If this trend continues, not only will supply in-
crease further, but an erosion of rental levels is also likely; 
thanks to the potential cost savings, main tenants can offer 
their space at more favourable conditions. An assessment of 
the effect of coronavirus and working from home will be 
possible only after enough people have been vaccinated and 
employees can return to the office without concerns about 
their health.

OFFICE MARKET

Rental range
CHF/m² p. a.

Median
CHF/m² p. a.

Supply
m² 

Change
Supply

Baden 140 – 315 200  48 490                                      2 % 

Furttal 120 – 230 155  16 295 – 34 % 

Höfe 155 – 355 240  23 050 30 % 

Limmattal 140 – 300 210  55 280 24 % 

Central Glattal 135 – 315 200  207 390 13 % 

Pfannenstiel 180 – 420 295  10 960 5 % 

Rapperswil 130 – 325 195  3 535 – 18 % 

City of Zurich 205 – 630 380  205 585 1 % 

Winterthur 155 – 350 230  33 300 7 % 

Zimmerberg / Sihltal 140 – 345 205  25 230 10 % 

Zurich Highlands 125 – 270 190  27 065 – 38 % 

Zurich Lowlands 135 – 225 195  20 330 – 6 % 

Zug 150 – 450 235  135 885 37 % 

Greater Zurich 145 – 530 245  812 395 8 % 

Corporations are looking to cut their office space in half, 
while SMEs plan to reduce it by a third. Cost pressure  
will reduce space needs significantly, particularly in the 
agglomeration. 

Claudia Zinno
Marketer Commercial Property and  

Tenant Representation

Source: CSL Immobilien AG    Change on previous year
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OFFICE MARKET

RENTAL DEVELOPMENT
CITY OF ZURICH

Office tenants who can afford it increasingly prefer an attrac-
tive city location. If rental budgets remain constant, the 
amount of space sought will decline in favour of a better loca-
tion. Although owners of office space in agglomerations 
struggle with high amounts of excess supply, demand pres-
sure has continued to rise in central locations. This has also 
resulted in spill-over effects in neighbouring districts, with 
potential tenants mainly moving to such districts for econom-
ic reasons. As a result, prices have climbed and tenants have 
been pushed to other locations, such as the axis from the city 
centre towards Altstetten in Zurich West. High demand in 
the City of Zurich has also manifested itself in the form of 
rising rents in sought-after locations. These are locations with 

an urban environment that offer numerous dining, shopping 
and leisure options. The supply of available office space re-
mained nearly unchanged in the City of Zurich in 2020 com-
pared with the previous year. Following the initial shock- 
induced  paralysis, the pandemic did not affect the long-term 
attractiveness and appeal of central locations. Furthermore, 
due to the need for data security and discretion and the im-
portance of personal contact, the financial institutions, law 
firms, etc. that make up a large share of the sectors in Zurich 
were only able to reduce their space minimally. Some have 
even purposely added space – with an eye to future growth, 
among other reasons. 

CITY OF ZURICH OFFICE MARKET

Source: CSL Immobilien AG 
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OFFICE MARKET

RENTS BY MARKET AREA

Rental range
CHF/m2 p. a.

Median
CHF/m2 p. a.

Supply
m2 

Change
Supply

Altstetten 140 – 325 220  29 300 73 % 

Enge 310 – 780 460  22 075 23 % 

City Centre 410 – 680 530  32 920 59 % 

Industrial quarter 240 – 485 405  2 545 157 % 

Oberstrass / Unterstrass 250 – 495 350  9 625 11 % 

Oerlikon 190 – 365 275  32 285 – 42 % 

Seefeld 265 – 685 435  16 455 11 % 

Stauffacher 225 – 620 325  8 625 – 14 % 

Wiedikon / Binz 210 – 390 300  6 220 288 % 

Wiedikon / Sihlfeld 155 – 290 205  7 510 229 % 

Zurich South 230 – 380 280  5 725 6 % 

Zurich West 245 – 440 355  17 490 – 48 % 

Rest of the city 190 – 570 350  14 810 – 8 % 

CBD 310 – 705 490  78 645 47 % 

City of Zurich 205 – 630 380  205 585 1 % 

Although the pandemic caused a lot of uncertainty on the 
office market in 2020, landlords of office space in the City of 
Zurich continue to have a number of advantages on their side. 
The local sector structure has provided a certain amount of 
stability for the office market. Those who sought the most 
space in 2020 include the winners of the crisis: IT companies, 
the healthcare, medical and pharmaceutical sectors, consult-
ing companies and educational institutions. Shared office pro-
viders also benefited from a specific Zurich phenomenon: 
high apartment prices and rent make it difficult for employees 
to rent or purchase a larger apartment that allows them to 

work from home. Shared office spaces offer an alternative, 
meaning they are likely to profit more in future from the new 
way of working and reduction of office space. As soon as the 
COVID-19 restrictions are lifted in 2021, greater fluctuation 
and a lot of movement on the Zurich office market can be 
expected. On the whole, rental levels should remain largely 
stable, although there is potential for rent increases in top 
locations, while districts with excess supply, such as Zurich 
North, will remain under pressure.

Source: CSL Immobilien AG    Change on previous year

Despite or even because of the pandemic, demand in the CBD 
continues unabated. Potential tenants are making compromises in 
terms of the size of the space, but not in terms of location. For 
them, the rule of thumb as more employees work from home is:  
if we have to have an office, then it has to be the right one. 

Alessandro Rondinelli
Marketer Commercial Property and  

Tenant Representation
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RENTAL DEVELOPMENT 
GREATER BASEL

RENTS BY MARKET AREA

The office market in the City of Basel and the Greater Basel 
region saw a substantial increase in supply in 2020. The 
 increase in the city region is partially due to existing space 
 becoming available following moves and efforts to centralise. 
The effects were mainly seen in the City of Basel, where 
 rental prices fell slightly. On the demand side, the COVID-19 
pandemic led to a brief decline for office space in 2020. How-

ever, demand is likely to remain stable or even grow in the 
medium to long term, particularly in the life sciences and 
pharmaceutical sectors and in research and development. 
Ongoing construction activity should lead to the continued 
growth of supply, mainly in agglomeration areas. As a result, 
increasing downward rent pressure is expected over the 
coming years.

BASEL OFFICE MARKET

Rental range
CHF/m2 p. a.

Median
CHF/m2 p. a.

Supply
m2 

Change
Supply

Market area

Basel City Centre 170 – 375 260  56 500 61 % 

Basel West  /  St. Johann 165 – 280 205  4 365 11 % 

Lesser Basel 160 – 310 230  38 220 54 % 

Region

Eastern Region 135 – 285 190  25 855 136 % 

Southern Region 110 – 220 170  16 245 42 % 

Western Region 140 – 265 220  29 365 83 % 

City of Basel 165 – 340 235  99 085 55 % 

Greater Basel 145 – 320 230  170 550 67 % 

OFFICE MARKET

Source: CSL Immobilien AG 

Source: CSL Immobilien AG    Change on previous year
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RENTAL DEVELOPMENT
GREATER BERN

RENTS BY MARKET AREA

Supply on the Bern office market fell in 2020 compared with 
the previous year. This trend was stronger in the Greater Bern 
region than in the City of Bern. The office market continued to 
stabilise in the city. There was good absorption of what was 
mostly smaller office space. Citywide, rents  trended sideways, 
while demand in the city centre remained high.  Despite coro-

navirus, demand is expected to remain stable in future in the 
federal capital due to public administration and governmental 
space requirements. Office space will expand around the 
Wankdorf and Europaplatz railway stations in the coming 
years. This should result in rents trending sideways or even fall-
ing in outer parts of the city and the wider metropolitan area. 

BERN OFFICE MARKET

OFFICE MARKET

Source: CSL Immobilien AG

Rental range
CHF/m2 p. a.

Median
CHF/m2 p. a.

Supply
m2

Change
Supply

Market area

Inner City 200 – 375 280  6 355 – 34 % 

Breitenrain / Wankdorf 185 – 330 230  6 960 19 % 

Bümpliz 120 – 175 135  8 555 36 % 

Kirchenfeld / Schosshalde 180 – 270 230  13 330 – 29 % 

Länggasse / Felsenau 195 – 325 240  765 – 20 % 

Mattenhof / Weissenbühl 155 – 325 200  11 260 5 % 

Region

Muri / Gümligen 120 – 230 180  3 040 – 68 % 

Zollikofen / Ittigen / Ostermundigen 110 – 220 165  15 240 – 34 % 

City of Bern 140 – 345 240  47 225 – 10 % 

Greater Bern 125 – 330 210  65 505 – 24 % 

Source: CSL Immobilien AG    Change on previous year
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GENEVA OFFICE MARKET
Following the expansion in supply in recent years, the market 
in the Greater Geneva area has stabilised. However, in the 
City of Geneva larger office space of more than 2,000 m2 
remains rare. Rent rose in the City of Geneva and the  Greater 
Geneva area, with the exception of Plan-les-Ouates and 
around the airport, as the Geneva region continues to see 
high demand. Additional attractive offerings will become 
available along the Léman Express lines over the coming 

years. This will result in a shift in demand from the city centre 
to outer locations with good transport connections, and 
 contribute to an easing of demand in central locations. With 
several development projects under way – such as the PAV 
urban development project (Praille-Acacias-Vernets) – more 
excess capacity is likely on the Geneva office market over the 
long term.

RENTAL DEVELOPMENT
GREATER GENEVA

OFFICE MARKET

RENTS BY MARKET AREA

Rental range
CHF/m2 p. a.

Median
CHF/m2 p. a.

Supply
m2

Change
Supply

Market area

CBD 310 – 855 565  110 210 18 % 

Right Bank 275 – 650 350  107 930 11 % 

Left Bank 310 – 805 525  118 050 3 % 

Region

Chêne / Thônex 235 – 620 355  3 010 50 % 

Airport 250 – 450 370  54 420 – 1 % 

Meyrin / Vernier 220 – 480 315  55 315 36 % 

Onex / Lancy / Carouge 200 – 500 335  29 460 – 54 % 

Plan-les-Ouates 185 – 390 285  18 710 – 8 % 

City of Geneva 285 – 725 450  225 980 7 % 

Greater Geneva 250 – 685 395  386 895 – 2 % 

Source: CSL Immobilien AG  

Source: CSL Immobilien AG    Change on previous year
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The Greater Lausanne office market benefited from the 
economic momentum in the Lake Geneva region in 2020. 
The supply throughout the entire Greater Lausanne area fell 
modestly by 5 %. In contrast, the supply in the City of 
 Lausanne rose by 13 % in 2020 compared with the previous 
year – however, there is no discernible recovery yet. The 
 available space is largely in older properties, while new office 
space in the city is still hard to find. Rents fell slightly in the 

Greater Lausanne area and in the city – with solid demand in 
the market area. In the medium term, there will be above-
average high demand on the Lausanne office market for 
modern office space from companies in the technology 
 sector. Thanks to brisk construction activity, such companies 
will f ind potential locations, particularly in the outer districts. 

RENTAL DEVELOPMENT
GREATER LAUSANNE

LAUSANNE OFFICE MARKET

OFFICE MARKET

Source: CSL Immobilien AG

RENTS BY MARKET AREA

Rental range
CHF/m2 p. a.

Median
CHF/m2 p. a.

Supply
m2 

Change
Supply

Market area

CBD 220 – 705 335  16 285 – 3 % 

City of Lausanne 180 – 430 295  61 100 13 % 

Region

Lausanne North 125 – 280 200  5 985 – 34 % 

Lausanne East 160 – 320 250  19 550 – 21 % 

Lausanne West 145 – 360 210  30 140 – 13 % 

City of Lausanne 180 – 430 295  61 100 13 % 

Greater Lausanne 160 – 390 255  116 775 – 5 % 

Source: CSL Immobilien AG    Change on previous year
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GREATER ZURICH RESIDENTIAL MARKET

NET RENT AND SALE PRICE 
 DEVELOPMENT GREATER ZURICH

The initial lockdown in spring 2020 led briefly to uncertainty 
on the residential market, although this was quickly over-
come. The federal government’s economic stimulus pro-
gramme boosted confidence among consumers in their 
 income situation. With tenants at home, many had time to 
look for a new apartment and even to think about purchas-
ing a property of their own. The expectation that a higher 
share of employees will continue to work from home after 
the  pandemic ends led to an expanded geographic search 
 radius – particularly in the owner-occupied segment. Due to 
the high demand, even properties in peripheral locations 
that are difficult to market and previously saw little demand 
sold quickly. In the residential apartment market, new con-
struction projects and renovated apartments with good 
transport links were absorbed quickly. In contrast, less at-
tractive existing properties in the wider metropolitan area 
saw much less  interest. This will remain the case as long as 
the high level of construction activity results in new sought-

after apartments on the market. For many, a new apartment 
remains a status symbol they are willing to stretch them-
selves economically to attain. Nationwide, the vacancy rate 
has continued to rise in recent years and is now 1.72 % 
(2020). In contrast, the vacancy rate in the canton of Zurich 
has stabilised at 0.9 % in recent years. However, the oppos-
ing trends seen in the previous year intensified further: The 
vacancy rate stabilised or fell in most market areas in the 
Greater Zurich area. But the vacancy rate in peripheral sub-
market of Brugg/Zurzach rose to a record high of 3.0 % in 
2020. Rents in the Greater Zurich remained stable in 2020. 
As with vacancy rates, however, there were sharp differenc-
es, depending on the market area and micro-location. 
 Although rents in peripheral market areas trended down-
ward, they rose in and around the City of  Zurich. Further-
more, there was demand pressure in the  inner suburbs from 
the city centre. The collapse of inward  migration has no im-
pact here – with no perceptible effect on marketing. 

RESIDENTIAL MARKET

Source: CSL Immobilien AG  
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RENTS BY MARKET AREA

RES IDENTIAL  MARKET

Demand continued unabated in the owner-occupied market 
in 2020, which led to rising prices as a result of the low sup-
ply. Criteria such as good sunlight, the availability of private 
outdoor space, technical fittings and additional office space 
increased in importance. In addition, sustainability issues are 
being raised more often – although price remains the decisive 
factor. There is growing confidence in terms of favourable in-

terest rates, but many prospective buyers are unable to meet 
the banks’ more restrictive lending requirements. The pan-
demic, which has not yet run its course, is likely to lead to a 
continuation of these trends and to further price increases in 
the owner-occupied segment, in particular for the rare prop-
erties with private space.

There was sharp variation at all levels of the residential market 
in the Greater Zurich area, both in terms of location and  
home requirements. The owner-occupied market is booming, 
while the rental market appears to have stalled somewhat.  

Annica Anna Pohl
Head of Property Marketing

Regions Net rent 
CHF/m² p. a.

Median
CHF/m² p. a.

Vacancy rate
Quote in %

Ad duration
in days

Baden 170 – 295 215  1.6  34 

Brugg / Zurzach 140 – 260 190  3.0  43 

Einsiedeln 160 – 275 200  1.8  33 

Freiamt 150 – 255 190  2.4  42 

Glattal / Furttal 195 – 340 255  1.1  22 

Höfe / March 180 – 375 250  1.4  37 

Knonaueramt 180 – 300 235  1.3  34 

Limmattal 205 – 335 255  1.0  23 

Linthgebiet 155 – 290 210  2.2  32 

Mutschellen 165 – 275 210  2.6  38 

Pfannenstiel 210 – 415 285  1.8  28 

Schaffhausen 140 – 245 180  2.0  39 

Weinland 150 – 270 205  1.7  51 

Winterthur 185 – 315 235  0.7  21 

Zimmerberg 210 – 400 275  0.7  22 

Zug 220 – 475 295  0.7  15 

Zurich Highlands 180 – 300 230  1.8  31 

Zurich Lowlands 175 – 285 225  1.5  38 

Zurich 260 – 730 380  0.2  15 

Source: CSL Immobilien AG    Change on previous year
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RES IDENTIAL  MARKET

In contrast to agglomeration locations, renters in Zurich 
are prepared to make major compromises; an extra room 
in order to be able to work from home is less of an issue, 
as long as the rent remains affordable. We have seen a 
sharp rise in price sensitivity in the City of Zurich.  

Andrea Bülow
Marketer Investment Properties,  

Commercial Properties & Tenant Representation,  
Team Leader Residential Sales

Regions Sale price 
CHF/m²

Median
CHF/m²

Ad duration
in days

Baden 4 890 –  9 400 6 900  58 

Brugg / Zurzach 3 790 –  7 530 5 480  94 

Einsiedeln 4 380 –  9 820 6 880  59 

Freiamt 4 590 –  7 800 6 130  91 

Glattal / Furttal 6 810 – 11 450 8 720  54 

Höfe / March 6 270 – 14 320 9 140  50 

Knonaueramt 6 320 – 11 130 8 110  36 

Limmattal 6 480 – 12 950 9 770  43 

Linthgebiet 4 900 –  8 680 6 410  91 

Mutschellen 5 280 – 10 260 6 980  72 

Pfannenstiel 7 400 – 16 970 11 370  57 

Schaffhausen 3 560 –  7 660 5 500  57 

City of Zurich 8 050 – 18 920 13 380  21 

Weinland 4 640 –  8 470 6 350  61 

Winterthur 5 350 – 10 540 7 560  41 

Zimmerberg 7 970 – 16 240 11 230  48 

Zug 8 380 – 19 170 11 190  40 

Zurich Highlands 5 300 – 10 120 7 540  54 

Zurich Lowlands 5 230 –  9 920 7 230  63 

SALE PRICES BY MARKET AREA

GREATER ZURICH RESIDENTIAL MARKET

Source: CSL Immobilien AG    Change on previous year
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With a vacancy rate of 0.15 %, there was still a shortage of 
apartments in the City of Zurich in 2020. Many apartments 
change tenants with no public advertising. Only those prop-
erties in the upper price segment have any vacancies. Unlike 
in locations in the wider metropolitan area, tenants are will-
ing to make compromises, with criteria related to outdoor 
space, good sunlight and an additional office for working 

from home less important as long as the location is right and 
the rent is affordable. Tenants in the City of Zurich are there-
fore willing to accept less space per person. However, price 
sensitivity rose substantially in 2020. Nevertheless, rents and 
purchase prices for the few properties that are available are 
likely to climb in 2021 as a result of the high demand.  

CITY OF ZURICH RESIDENTIAL MARKET

RESIDENTIAL MARKET

Source: CSL Immobilien AG  

Net rent                                                                                                                                        
CHF/m2 p. a.

Median 
CHF/m2 p. a.

Ad duration 
in days

Sale price
CHF/m2

Median 
CHF/m2

Ad duration 
in days

District 1, Town hall, Universities, Lindenhof, City 360 – 1 180 545  26  6 760 – 20 460 13 670  15 

District 2, Wollishofen, Leimbach, Enge 275 –   565 375  16  9 420 – 17 930 12 270  25 

District 3, Altwiedikon, Friesenberg, Sihlfeld 295 –   825 415  12  10 950 – 17 890 14 220  13 

District 4, Werd, Langstrasse, Hard 325 –   920 485  15  10 140 – 17 190 12 470  8 

District 5, Vocational school, Escher Wyss 315 –   740 410  12  13 140 – 20 240 18 220  21 

District 6, Oberstrass, Unterstrass 295 –   690 405  16  13 160 – 22 650 16 320  27 

District 7, Fluntern, Hottingen, Hirslanden, Witikon 255 –   540 375  19  10 770 – 19 030 14 080  23 

District 8, Seefeld, Mühlebach, Weinegg 345 –   695 450  17  12 550 – 21 340 15 140  17 

District 9, Albisrieden, Altstetten 250 –   580 330   9  7 890 – 16 520 11 820  9 

District 10, Höngg, Wipkingen 245 –   465 335  12  11 910 – 18 880 14 200  33 

District 11, Affoltern, Oerlikon, Seebach 235 –   625 320  15  7 230 – 15 010 11 210  16 

District 12, Saatlen,  Schwamendingen Mitte, Hirzenbach 225 –   430 290  14  8 370 – 13 700 11 870  21 

RENTS AND SALE PRICES BY MARKET AREA

   Change on previous yearSource: CSL Immobilien AG 
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BASEL RESIDENTIAL MARKET

RENTS AND SALE PRICES BY MARKET AREA

NET RENT AND SALE PRICE 
DEVELOPMENT BASEL

The residential market in the Basel region proved to be ro-
bust in 2020. The vacancy rate in the agglomeration rose only 
slightly, from 1.2 % to 1.3 %. In the city, the rate remained at 
1 %, above the figure for comparable large cities in Switzer-
land. Rent has moved sideways for the most part in both the 
City of Basel and the agglomeration. On the owner-occupied 
market, demand remained high – this led to shorter marketing 
times in the Basel region as a whole. Purchase prices rose 

largely in the agglomeration a result. With the implementa-
tion of the ‘Recht auf Wohnen’ initiative, the share of low-
cost apartments in the City of Basel is set to increase to 25 % 
over the next several decades. Development pressure in 
transformation areas and denser districts as a result of re-
placement construction will gain momentum over the coming 
years. 

RES IDENTIAL  MARKET

Source: CSL Immobilien AG

Net rent 
CHF/m2 p. a.

Median
CHF/m2 p. a.

Ad duration
in days

Sale price
CHF/m2

Median
CHF/m2

Ad duration
in days

Basel City Centre 200 – 430 260  24  6 280 – 13 170 9 550  32 

Basel West / St. Johann 205 – 380 250  22  4 220 – 13 540 8 930  36 

Lesser Basel / Riehen 200 – 355 245  24  6 970 – 11 660 8 980  39 

Eastern Region 175 – 285 220  38  5 220 –  9 910 7 180  50 

Southern Region 190 – 280 225  42  6 590 – 11 570 8 530  45 

Western Region 195 – 295 235  38  6 060 – 12 250 9 190  52 

   Change on previous yearSource: CSL Immobilien AG 
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RENTS AND SALE PRICES BY MARKET AREA

There was no sign of easing on the Bern residential market in 
2020. In the agglomeration, the vacancy rate fell from 1.3 % to 
1.2 %. The vacancy rate in the city has barely moved in de-
cades and was once again 0.5 %. The situation in the federal 
capital remains strained, with demand in both market seg-
ments still high. There continues to be a shortage of owner-
occupied properties – attractive offerings are rare. Rent and 

purchase prices have largely trended upwards. Although pur-
chase prices on the owner-occupied market in the Bern re-
gion continued to climb, there is still room for prices to rise 
compared with the country as a whole. In the  City of Bern, 
the shortage on the residential market is not expected to 
ease until 2025, with the development areas Viererfeld/Mit-
telfeld and Ausserholligen. 

BERN RESIDENTIAL MARKET

RESIDENTIAL MARKET

NET RENT AND SALE PRICE 
DEVELOPMENT BERN

Source: CSL Immobilien AG

Net rent 
CHF/m2 p. a.

Median
CHF/m2 p. a.

Ad duration
in days

Sale price
CHF/m2

Median
CHF/m2

Ad duration
in days

Bern North 175 – 270 210  37  5 860 –  9 710 7 420  74 

Breitenrain / Wankdorf 210 – 365 270  14  6 520 – 13 710 9 640  45 

Bümpliz / Oberbottigen 160 – 295 215  16  4 270 –  8 910 6 400  60 

Inner City 220 – 495 315  25  5 910 – 11 060 9 530  76 

Kirchenfeld / Schosshalde 205 – 395 265  25  5 020 – 13 610 9 030  41 

Länggasse / Felsenau 215 – 400 280  14  7 430 – 11 970 9 980  53 

Liebefeld / Köniz 185 – 295 230  29  5 510 –  9 310 7 180  49 

Mattenhof / Weissenbühl 205 – 350 260  20  5 760 – 11 610 9 170  16 

Muri / Ostermundigen / Gümligen 180 – 300 230  41  5 390 – 11 630 7 740  33 

   Change on previous yearSource: CSL Immobilien AG
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NET RENT AND SALE PRICE 
DEVELOPMENT GENEVA

RENTS AND SALE PRICES BY MARKET AREA

As in previous years, the Geneva region is characterised by a 
strained residential market. The vacancy rate remained at 
0.6 % in both the agglomeration and the City of Geneva. 
Rents continued to rise or stagnate at a high level in all re-
gions. Demand remained very high in the owner-occupied 
segment. As a result, prices rose sharply in both the city and 
the region. In line with these developments, the average 
 advertising duration in the owner-occupied segment fell con-
siderably over the entire market area with few exceptions. 

Supply is not likely to expand quickly in the Geneva residen-
tial market. With the rejection of the ‘Meyrin – Cointrin Est et 
Oeust’ urban development project in February 2020, voters 
declined to approve the construction of about 2,300 new 
units. Over the long term, however, the Praille-Acacias- 
Vernets (PAV) project of the century and other development 
projects by building cooperatives could make the Geneva 
apartment market more liquid.  

GENEVA RESIDENTIAL MARKET

RESIDENTIAL MARKET

Source: CSL Immobilien AG

Net rent 
CHF/m2 p. a.

Median
CHF/m2 p. a.

Ad duration  
in days

Sale price
CHF/m2

Median
CHF/m2

Ad duration
in days

Chêne / Thônex 255 – 490 335  21  8 230 – 15 690 11 660  65 

Airport 270 – 495 355  21  8 830 – 14 450 12 070  67 

Geneva North-West 265 – 530 360  29  7 770 – 14 000 11 290  46 

Geneva East 225 – 650 400  28  10 550 – 22 660 15 020  48 

Geneva South 255 – 525 345  27  8 070 – 15 920 11 750  47 

Meyrin / Vernier / Satigny 240 – 445 325  20  7 030 – 11 960 9 670  36 

Onex / Lancy / Carouge 245 – 520 355  15  9 230 – 15 650 11 630  32 

Right Bank 270 – 600 395  20  7 950 – 20 790 13 280  33 

Left Bank 305 – 625 425  20  11 420 – 20 910 15 910  41 

   Change on previous yearSource: CSL Immobilien AG
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NET RENT AND SALE PRICE 
 DEVELOPMENT LAUSANNE

The residential market in the Lausanne region eased slightly in 
2020. The vacancy rate rose from 0.7 % to 1 % in the agglom-
eration and from 0.35 % to 0.5 % in the city. Rent moved side-
ways for the most part, but is still high compared with Swit-
zerland as a whole. On the rental market, demand remained 
high – this led to shorter marketing times in the Lausanne re-

gion as a whole. The sharp rise in sale prices in the region 
subsided in 2020. However, high demand resulted in price 
increases in the City of Lausanne. Living space is likely to con-
tinue to be sought after in the Lake Geneva region in the 
coming years. As a result, new offerings, such as in Lausanne 
West, are likely to be absorbed quickly.

LAUSANNE RESIDENTIAL MARKET

RESIDENTIAL MARKET

Source: CSL Immobilien AG

RENTS AND SALE PRICES BY MARKET AREA

Net rent 
CHF/m2 p. a.

Median
CHF/m2 p. a.

Ad duration   
in days

Sale price
CHF/m2

Median
CHF/m2

Ad duration 
in days

Lausanne North 200 – 365 275  29  5 640 – 10 380 8 070  83 

Lausanne East 215 – 425 300  28  6 740 – 15 020 9 980  77 

Lausanne West 220 – 450 295  26  7 170 – 13 270 9 390  62 

City of Lausanne 220 – 475 305  19  6 960 – 14 990 9 980  49 

   Change on previous yearSource: CSL Immobilien AG 

City of
Lausanne

East
Lausanne West

Lausanne East

Lausanne
North

 




 


 




Net rent development compared to 
the previous year
Sale price development compared to 
the previous year
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Visit our website on the property market:

www.csl-immobilienmarkt.ch

Here you will find the latest figures from the residential, office and investment market
as well as interactive tools. You can also download our digital property market report when you are on the move
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GLOSSARY

METHOD

Raw data collected by Meta-Sys AG, processed and analysed by 
CSL Immobilien AG and verified and substantiated via representa-
tive samples. The effective date for assessing supply levels is 1 No-
vember 2020.

The investor survey comprised 34 personal interviews as well as on-
line questionnaires and additional enquiries with promoters of trade 
and industry and regions.

Data from third-party providers: statistical offices of the cantons of
Zurich, Basel-Land, Basel-Stadt, Bern, Geneva and Vaud as well as 
the City of Zurich and the Federal Statistical Office.

The text commentary is also based upon internal enquiries and the
experiences of the staff of CSL Immobilien AG.

INVESTMENT MARKET DEFINITIONS

Class A office property:
Major city, CBD, airport/main train station within 15 min., presti-
gious office address, fully let, rent appropriate for the market, mini-
mum five-year lease term, investment volume approx. CHF 60 mil-
lion. 

Class B office property:
Major city, airport/main train station within 30 min., B location, fully 
let, rent appropriate for the market, minimum five-year lease term, 
 investment volume approx. CHF 25 million.

Class C office property:
Economically strong agglomeration, airport/main train station within 
60 min., locally known address, fully let, rent appropriate for the 
 market, minimum five-year lease term, investment volume approx. 
CHF 15 million.

Logistics property:
Industrial area of a medium-sized city, close to motorway connec-
tions, fully let, market-rate rent, minimum five-year lease term, in-
vestment volume approx. CHF 22 million.

Class A residential building:
Good district of a major city, fully let, condition as new, investment
volume approx. CHF 15 million.

Class B residential building:
Larger localities or regional centres (e.g. Aarau), fully let, good con-
dition, investment volume approx. CHF 18 million.

Class C residential building:
Rural areas in economically strong agglomerations (e.g. Zurich 
 Highlands), fully let, good condition, investment volume approx. 
CHF 12 million.

Class D residential building:
Rural areas (e.g. Glarus, Uri), fully let, older property, investment vol-
ume approx. CHF 8 million.

OFFICE AND RESIDENTIAL MARKET DEFINITIONS

Agglomeration, region:
Geographical definition according to the Federal Statistical Office 
(agglomeration, MS region).

Office market supply:
Office space offered on the market and available within six months.

Advertising duration:
Median number of days for which a property is online. 

Cumulative transaction volume:
Analysis based on data from Real Capital Analytics (RCA) as of 
20 January 2021. “All segments” includes the following types of use: 
office, industrial/commercial, retail, hotel, and residential.

Residential market vacancy rate:
Figures according to the Federal Statistical Office as of 1 June 2019.

Market areas, CBD:
Geographical definition of market areas and the CBD (Central Busi-
ness Districts) in the office market by CSL Immobilien AG.

Rents:
Net rents as quoted in the market. Office market rents comprise a 
variety of fit-out standards.  

Rental range:
Spectrum of rents, or the 0.1 and 0.9 quantile.

Net initial yield:
Median, net income (rental income minus loss of rent, owner’s op-
erating costs and maintenance costs) as a percentage of the trans-
action price. Based upon SIA D 0213. 

Change on previous year: 
Percentage change in the absolute supply from 2019 to 2020

Greater (e.g. Zurich):
All market areas relevant for the office market and residential mar-
ket, defined by CSL Immobilien AG. Revised and expanded for 2019 
and 2021. 
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8052 Zurich
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